SUB: A Sign from Above!!
19th December, 2016
Dear All,
It is rightly said ‘God helps those who help themselves’ and he sends his blessing
in disguise.
As you all know FOSECA office bearers have been under pressure from various fronts on
account of efforts by Promoters to thwart the Revival Plan filed by FOSECA+SWBA. Three
of us have received copy of what has been filed in the High Court against us.
We won’t say that it did not bother us; Yes, it did!!
It did because this was crossing all limits of patience for genuine investors who are already
stressed out, running around, and pained to see all sorts of lies getting spread about them;
Who was getting this done?
We wont say it didn’t change our plans; Yes, it did!!
We were unable to hold our planned meeting on the 10th to discuss the Road Map. In
hindsight, with all these attempts to sabotage things, it is perhaps best, the less Promoters
know about our plans, the better it is.
Some questions had long been bothering all of us:
1. How is it that the Promoters filed a Revival Plan with so many ‘ifs and buts’, such that
it was clearly meaningless.
2. Why did this ‘Defunct Plan’ find so much support amongst a certain section of Spire
Woods customers? Did they see something we didn’t, or was it a case of the
‘Emperor’s new clothes’?
3. It appeared very strange that the lawyer for the Promoters, then turned out to be
the lawyer for the 3rd party developer?
4. Why were all meetings at the Lawyers office; and who was these ‘Bosses’ the
Promoters seemed to refer to time and time again?
Now, coming to the ‘Sign from Above’.. .
The day we all received the letter from Zeus, law firm of ANB Promoters, Sunil Gandhi & SK
Hooda, as well as the 3rd Party Developers, the very same day, later, we hear this news…
News about a lawyer being caught with INR 13.5 crore in cash, out of which INR 2.5
crore in new currency (who as per the media reports apparently declared INR 125
crore in Oct 2016 too)! It is this same lawyer who along with his friend formed Zeus
in 2005 and were partners until 2014 when he went on to start his new firm by the
name T&T Law Firm.
The envelope we received from Zeus the same day, showed the address as R-89, GK
I, New Delhi 110048. This is T&T Law Firm’s address where raids were conducted by
Crime Branch recently!

This cannot be a coincidence? It is providence. A sign from above!!
Suddenly; we had the answers to the questions that had been troubling us, and the answers
eluding us. We knew we were on the right path; and we gained strength, and have done so
each day. You are all intelligent enough to figure things out; you may all do your own google
search and do your own finding out; and arrive at your own conclusions. We had better not
say or suggest anything, else we may find ourselves being targeted both directly, and
indirectly through others.
We are confident of Revival; We are sure of our Road Map; All questions and doubts have
been answered, be they fund requirements, development capability or level of preparation.
We are sure of the huge support we have from both projects; Above all, We have faith in
the Hon’ble High Court!!
2016 has been a challenging year for many of us; yet it is one where we have made many
new friends; our address books have multiplied. We now call upon all of you, our friends
and comrades, to come forward in support of us (those who have been targeted and abused,
ie Renuka Kulkari, JP Syal, Vikas Sethi and others. Please give us strength!!
Thus, we invite you to join us on the 20th, Tue.
Take the day off if you can!!
We start the morning at the Delhi High Court, meet fellow investors; brace ourselves
with a cup of hot tea, perhaps with ‘pakoras’ for those who’s constitution allows.
As the Court gets into session, be prepared to a see a battery of lawyers and seniors
in a packed courtroom, buzzing with anticipation. The mood will be tense, the
excitement palpable as the arguments begin. Reactions evident on the faces of many
as the direction gets set towards a new beginning.
History will be made, a step at a time!!
Onto the mandatory post hearing conferences; dissections and analysis. But, shhhh…
be careful, we are all being watched.
A lunch with friends, old and new; perhaps some holiday shopping nearby?
Onto the FOSECA+SWBA Meeting
4 pm–6pm, 20th Dec 2016, India Habitat Centre (The Theatre)
over tea, where we discuss the Road Map in detail, share various other actions and
collectively forge a new direction along with other registered association members.
See you on the 20th; it all started with a Sign from Above!!
Merry Christmas Everyone… in advance, and in anticipation!!
Team FOSECA+SWBA

